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Abstract: This design relates to the technical field of artificial intelligence, in particular 

to a bus transit time prediction method based on big data and artificial intelligence. 

Firstly, the bus section is divided into several sub-sections, and the driving data of the 

bus and the vehicle optical flow information in the sub-sections are obtained. 

According to the road condition characteristics, road feature vector, complexity index 

and driving habit index of each sub-road section of driving data and vehicle optical 

flow information; Inputting road condition characteristics, road segment feature 

vectors and driving habit indicators into the traffic time prediction network to output 

the predicted traffic time of corresponding sub-road segments; The loss function of 

travel time prediction network is constructed by complexity index, predicted travel 

time and real travel time. The transit time of bus sections can be obtained by the sum 

of the predicted transit time of several sub-sections, the waiting time of traffic lights 

and the stopping time of bus stops. This design reduces the accumulated error by 

predicting the transit time of each sub-section. Improve the accuracy of transit time. 
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1. Background technology 

With the continuous development of China's social economy, urban traffic congestion, 

travel inconvenience and other issues have become increasingly prominent, seriously 

affecting people's normal life and urban development. Developing urban public 

transportation is not only an effective measure to alleviate urban traffic congestion, 

but also an inevitable requirement to improve urban living environment and promote 

urban sustainable development.As the most common mode of transportation in urban 

public transportation, the judgment of bus transit time directly affects the result of 

bus dispatching, and the prediction of bus transit time has a positive effect on people's 

travel. 

At present, the average distance and average transit time from the current real-time 
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position to each station are usually obtained according to historical GPS data for bus 

transit time prediction. This method does not predict the transit time according to the 

factors that affect the transit time, but directly obtains the average historical transit 

time, which will lead to poor accuracy of the predicted transit time. 

 

2. Design content 

In order to solve the above-mentioned technical problems, the purpose of this design 

is to provide artificial intelligence research on bus transit time prediction. The technical 

scheme adopted is as follows: 

An embodiment of this design provides the research of bus transit time prediction 

based on artificial intelligence. The method includes the following steps: 

According to bus stops and traffic lights, the bus section is divided into a plurality of 

sub-sections; 

Acquiring driving data of a bus and vehicle optical flow information in a sub-section 

where the bus is located, wherein the driving data includes triaxial angular velocity, 

driving speed and real passing time; The mean value of vehicle optical flow information 

is used as the road condition characteristics of the sub-road section; 

The ratio of the variation of the three-axis angular velocity to the variation of the 

driving speed obtains the road feature vector of the sub-road, the road feature vector 

of the sub-road is clustered into a plurality of divided road sections, and the element 

number of the road feature vector in each divided road section is obtained;Obtaining 

a complexity index by the product of the maximum difference value of the number of 

elements in the segmented road section and the number of segmented road sections; 

Filtering the driving speed variation in two adjacent windows at the dividing points 

between the divided road sections, taking the average value of the filtered driving 

speed variation as the speed variation characteristic value, and taking the average 

value of the speed variation characteristic values at a plurality of the dividing points 

as the driving habit index; 

The road condition characteristics, the road section feature vector and the driving 

habit index are input into the traffic time prediction network to output the predicted 

traffic time of the corresponding sub-road section; The loss function of the traffic time 

prediction network is.Where q is the number of a batch of data;sis the predicted transit 

time of the first data simulated and predicted by the transit time prediction network; 

Is the real transit time of the z-th data; Fsis the complexity index of the z-th data; 

Acquiring the waiting time of the bus at each traffic light and the stopping time of 

each station; The transit time of the bus section is obtained from the sum of the 

predicted transit time, the waiting time and the stopping time of a plurality of sub-

sections. 
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Acquiring the driving data of the bus and the vehicle optical flow information in the 

sub-section where the bus is located, including: 

Collecting road images; 

Set the pixel value of the vehicle driving area in the road image to 1, and set the pixel 

value of other areas to 0 to obtain the mask image; 

The mask image and the road image are used to obtain a vehicle driving area image; 

Key point detection is carried out on the vehicle driving area image to obtain vehicle 

optical flow information of each vehicle key point in the vehicle driving area image. 

The segment feature vectors of sub-segments are clustered into a plurality of 

segmented segments, including: 

Orderly clustering the feature vectors of road sections to obtain the segmentation 

points and the segmentation class diameters of each segmentation class; Obtaining a 

plurality of segmented road sections and the element number of the road section 

feature vector in each segmented road section from the segmented points and the 

segmented category diameters. 

The complexity index is obtained by the product of the maximum difference value of 

the number of elements in the segmented road section and the number of segmented 

road sections, which includes: 

The calculation formula of the complexity index is as follows:Wherein, f is the 

complexity index; K0is the number of the divided road sections; Dkis the element 

number of the feature vector of the road section in the K0th divided road section. 

Filtering the driving speed variation in two adjacent windows at the dividing point 

between the divided road sections, and taking the average value of the filtered driving 

speed variation as the characteristic value of the speed variation, including: 

Acquiring the driving speed variation sequence of the bus in the sub-road section, 

taking the dividing point between the divided road sections in the sub-road section as 

the center point, and acquiring the adjacent driving speed variation sequence in two 

windows with the same width adjacent to the center point; 

Maximum filtering is performed on two adjacent driving speed variation sequences, 

and the average of the filtering results is taken as the characteristic value of speed 

variation. 

 

3. Project characteristics 

This design embodiment uses big data and artificial intelligence technology to segment 

bus sections to obtain multiple sub-sections, obtain historical driving data and vehicle 

optical flow information of multiple sub-sections, and obtain road condition 

characteristics, section feature vectors, complexity indexes and driving habit indexes 

of sub-sections according to the driving data and vehicle optical flow information of 
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each sub-section.Get the influence indexes of predicted transit time, analyze the 

influence indexes, pay more attention to sub-sections with larger complexity indexes 

and more difficult to obtain accurate transit time, and improve the accuracy of transit 

time of each sub-section; A traffic time prediction network is constructed by road 

condition characteristics, road feature vectors, complexity indexes and driving habit 

indexes of sub-road sections,The predicted transit time can be obtained by inputting 

real-time road characteristics and driving habit indicators into the transit time 

prediction network, and the transit time of bus sections can be obtained by adding the 

predicted transit time of each sub-section, the waiting time of traffic lights and the 

stopping time of bus stops. Calculate the stopping time and waiting time separately 

one by one,This time is closely related to the subsequent transit time, and the transit 

time of each sub-section is obtained one by one, which eliminates the accumulated 

error, and improves the accuracy of transit time prediction for buses in different 

sections under the influence of various factors. 

 

4. Concrete realization 

This design embodiment provides a concrete implementation method of the bus transit 

time prediction method based on big data and artificial intelligence, which is suitable 

for buses running along the preset road section. We know how many bus stops and 

traffic lights there are on the road section, and we can get the status of traffic lights 

from big data. In order to solve the problem of inaccurate prediction of transit time,In 

this embodiment, the predicted transit time is obtained by using the traffic time 

influence indexes such as the road condition characteristics of the driving road section, 

the road section feature vector, the complexity of the road section and the driver's 

driving habits, and the predicted transit time of each sub-road section is calculated 

separately, so as to reduce the accumulated error and improve the accuracy of the 

prediction of the transit time. 

The following is a detailed description of the specific scheme of the bus transit time 

prediction research of artificial intelligence provided by this design combined with the 

attached drawings. 

1) according to the bus stops and traffic lights, the bus section is divided into several 

sub-sections. 

Segmenting the bus route to get multiple sub-sections, and obtaining the historical 

data of each sub-section. 

It should be noted that the bus passes along the set route, and the transit time of 

sub-sections with different characteristics is different, and the transit time of sub-

sections will affect the stop time of traffic lights and bus stops, so this design 

embodiment analyzes each sub-section according to the sequence, which can reduce 
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the transit time error of each sub-section.And the accumulation of errors can be 

avoided, and the accuracy of prediction results can be improved. 

Firstly, the bus route is obtained, and the location information of bus stops and traffic 

lights is obtained. Then, the bus routes are segmented by using the location 

information of the bus stops and traffic lights as segmentation points, and P sub-

sections are obtained, which are recorded as. Buses are in normal running state within 

each sub-section, and stops at traffic lights and bus stops. 

It should be noted that the transit time on the sub-section will directly affect the stop 

time of traffic lights and bus stops on the subsequent running sections. For example, 

different transit times on the sub-section have different probabilities of catching up 

with the red and green traffic lights, and the number of people waiting at the bus 

stops may also be different.Therefore, the accurate prediction of road section transit 

time directly affects the accuracy of the whole transit time prediction. 

2) obtaining the driving data of the bus and the vehicle optical flow information in the 

sub-section where the bus is located, wherein the driving data includes three-axis 

angular velocity, driving speed and real passing time; The mean value of vehicle 

optical flow information is taken as the road condition characteristics of sub-sections. 

Statistic the historical driving data of buses on each sub-road, including the real 

passing time of sub-road, the driving speed of vehicles at every one meter interval of 

sub-road, the triaxial angular velocity of vehicles at every one meter interval of sub-

road, and the road condition characteristics of the sub-road when the bus starts from 

the starting point of the sub-road. It should be noted that,The real travel time, driving 

speed and three-axis angular velocity of sub-sections can be obtained directly by IMU 

sensors, and the road condition characteristics can be obtained by road monitoring 

cameras. 

It should be noted that a sub-road section may have the main directions of multiple 

vehicle driving areas. For example, the original driving route of the bus in a sub-road 

section is straight along the due south direction, and due to the influence of 

topography or other external reasons, the bus driving route slowly inclines to the west 

by 10 degrees.Then both directions of due south and 10 degrees south-west are the 

main directions of the sub-road. 

The number of main directions is related to the number of changes of bus driving 

directions. Only the road condition in the main direction will affect the transit time of 

the bus, so it can shield the road condition in the irrelevant direction and avoid the 

error caused by the road condition in the irrelevant direction to the forecast of transit 

time. 

It should be noted that the key point detection network is an Encoder-Decoder 

structure, and the existing OpenPose network can be adopted. The training and 
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reasoning process of OpenPose network is a well-known technology, which will not be 

repeated here. 

Through the vehicle optical flow information, we can get the speed influence of other 

vehicles on the bus in the direction of the bus owner. For example, if there are vehicles 

with faster speed in the direction of the bus owner, the optical flow information 

corresponding to the vehicles with faster speed will be larger, and the road condition 

characteristics of the road section with larger optical flow information than that of 

Dadezi road section will be larger.The larger the road conditions, the slower the bus 

speed, so as to avoid accidents. Therefore, the information of vehicle optical flow can 

reflect the road conditions of bus sub-sections. 

3) according to the ratio of the variation of the three-axis angular velocity to the 

variation of the driving speed, obtaining the road feature vector of the sub-road, 

clustering the road feature vector of the sub-road into a plurality of segmented road 

sections, and obtaining the element number of the road feature vector in each 

segmented road section; The complexity index is obtained by the product of the 

maximum difference value of the number of elements in the segmented road section 

and the number of segmented road sections. 

(1) According to the ratio of the variation of the three-axis angular velocity and the 

variation of the driving speed, the road segment feature vector of the sub-road 

segment is obtained. 

Every bus is equipped with an IMU sensor to obtain the position and attitude 

information of the vehicle, and the acquired value of the IMU sensor is the triaxial 

angular velocity of the vehicle. The three-axis angular velocity is related to the change 

of bus speed, the change of curvature of driving track and the change of road 

slope.The change of road slope and the curvature of driving track are the important 

factors that affect bus transit time. 

It should be noted that the random walk of speed will cause random error to the 

triaxial angular velocity obtained by IMU sensor. Therefore, in order to eliminate the 

influence of speed on IMU indication, this design embodiment uses the variation of 

triaxial angular velocity within the unit change speed to reflect the road characteristics. 

(2) Clustering the road segment feature vectors of sub-road segments into a plurality 

of segmented road segments. 

Ordered clustering algorithm is used to process the segment feature vectors of sub-

segments. It should be noted that the subscript of the characteristic value of the road 

section in the characteristic vector of the road section is an ordered sequence from 

the starting point of the sub-road section to the end point of the sub-road section, for 

example, the characteristic value of the road section corresponds to the section closest 

to the starting point of the sub-road section.The characteristic value of the road 
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section corresponds to the section closest to the midpoint of the sub-road section. 

Ordered clustering algorithm obtains multiple segmentation points without disturbing 

the subscript order, and divides sub-sections into multiple segmentation sections 

according to multiple segmentation points, so that the differences of road section 

characteristics within each segmentation section are minimal, while the differences 

among segmentation sections are large. 

The objective function is used to obtain the optimal segmentation into classes, and 

the curve of the objective function of the optimal segmentation changing with the 

value is drawn. When the curve has an inflection point, the corresponding value is the 

optimal classification number. If the preset optimal classification number is 0, the 

corresponding optimal classification method is the result of orderly clustering. It should 

be noted that in order to ensure the optimal classification number, the value of should 

not be too small.The value in this design example is 10. A value of 10 means that the 

optimal segmentation divided into 10 categories can be obtained through the objective 

function, and the subsequent processing can be used to determine which category of 

optimal segmentation can achieve the purpose of this design embodiment. Where, the 

value of is less than or equal to 10, which is the number of divided road sections. 

At this point, the sub-road section is divided into divided road sections, and divided 

points and the diameter of each divided road section, that is, the length of each divided 

road section are obtained. The curvature and slope characteristics of each segment 

belonging to the same sub-segment are the same. 

(3) The complexity index is obtained by the product of the maximum difference value 

of the number of elements in the segmented road section and the number of 

segmented road sections. 

The larger the complexity index of sub-sections, the more complicated the road 

changes of sub-sections, and the more difficult it is to obtain the accurate travel time. 

This complexity index will participate in the design of the loss function of the 

subsequent travel time prediction network, so as to improve the accuracy of the 

predicted travel time in complex environment. 

(4) Filtering the driving speed variation in two adjacent windows at the dividing points 

between the divided road sections, taking the average value of the filtered driving 

speed variation as the characteristic value of the speed variation, and taking the 

average value of the characteristic value of the speed variation at multiple dividing 

points as the driving habit index. 

In order to ensure the safety of passengers and roadside drivers, drivers will slow 

down first and then accelerate at each split point, and driving habits are mainly 

reflected in the speed change at the split point. It should be noted that traffic lights 

and bus stops are not included in each section.The reason why the driver decelerates 
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first and then accelerates at each dividing point in the sub-section may be that there 

are sidewalks on the road, or there are places with too many people on the roadside, 

such as supermarkets, shopping malls and schools, so the driver should decelerate 

first and then accelerate. 

Analyze the speed variation sequence of sub-road sections, take the dividing point 

between the divided road sections in the sub-road section as the center point, and 

obtain the adjacent speed variation sequence in two windows with the same width 

adjacent to the center point, such as the window with a width of, and obtain the 

adjacent speed variation sequence in the window with a width of on the left side of 

the dividing point.And maximum filtering is carried out to obtain the adjacent driving 

speed change sequence in the window with the width of at the right side of the 

segmentation point, and maximum filtering is carried out to obtain the result, and the 

average value of the sum of the filtering results is taken as the characteristic value of 

speed change, that is, the characteristic value of speed change at the segmentation 

point is. 

The characteristic values of speed change at the segmentation points are obtained, 

and the driving habit characteristic vector of dimension is formed according to the 

order of acquisition time, and the average value of the characteristic values of speed 

change at multiple segmentation points is taken as the driving habit index. The 

characteristic value of speed change is used to calculate the driving habit index 

because each driver has different driving habits,Some drivers brake and start the 

vehicle faster when they meet pedestrians crossing the road, while others are 

relatively steady, braking and starting the vehicle slower, so each driver has different 

driving habits, and driving habits are also the influencing factors of traffic time. 

Driver's driving habit index: 

Identify the driver's identity through face recognition, and store the driver's 

corresponding driving habit indicators into the driver's personal database to prepare 

for the subsequent call of driving habits. 

Using the bus driving data in the historical data and the vehicle optical flow information 

in each sub-road, the road condition characteristics, road feature vectors, complexity 

indicators, drivers' driving habit indicators and the real transit time of each sub-road 

obtained by IMU sensors are obtained.Not only considering the influence of driving 

habit index and road characteristics of sub-sections on the predicted travel time, but 

also taking complexity index into account in the calculation of loss function to ensure 

the accuracy of the prediction of travel time of different sub-sections. 

(5) inputting road condition characteristics, road section feature vectors and driving 

habit indicators into the traffic time prediction network to output the predicted traffic 

time of corresponding sub-road sections; Considering that the dimension of the 
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feature vector of each sub-link is different, and if the dimension of the feature vector 

of the link is too large, the amount of calculation is too large. Therefore, firstly, the 

feature vector of each sub-section is reduced in dimension,So that the road feature 

vectors of each sub-road segment are unified to the same dimension, and the road 

feature vectors after dimension reduction processing are taken as. In this design 

embodiment, PCA is used for dimension reduction, because PCA dimension reduction 

technology is a well-known technology. 

The feature vectors of the reduced dimension road sections are stored in the database 

to facilitate the subsequent network training and the prediction of transit time. 

Build a travel time prediction network, which is a fully connected network and consists 

of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. Among them, the implementer 

can set the number of hidden layers by himself. In this design embodiment, the 

number of hidden layers is 4, the input layer contains neurons for receiving data, and 

the output layer is one neuron.The input of the traffic time prediction network is the 

road condition characteristics of sub-links, the feature vector of dimension links and 

the driving habit index, and the output is the predicted traffic time of the 

corresponding sub-links. 

The loss function of the travel time prediction network adopts the weighted mean 

square error function, and different weights are set according to the complexity index 

of different sub-sections. The larger the complexity index, the more difficult it is to 

obtain the accurate travel time. Therefore, the supervision should be strengthened 

during the training process, and the corresponding assigned weight should be larger. 

Among them, the training data adopts the historical data obtained in step S100~S400, 

and uses the real travel time as the label to update the network model parameters by 

gradient descent method to complete the network training. 

Subsequently, through the trained traffic time prediction network, the road condition 

characteristics of sub-sections collected in real time, the driving habit indexes of 

drivers obtained in real time and the feature vectors of reduced-dimension sections 

extracted from the database can be directly input, and the predicted traffic time of the 

sub-sections can be output. 

Through this traffic time prediction DNN network, the accurate predicted traffic time 

of buses on each sub-section can be obtained. 

(6) Get the waiting time of the bus at each traffic light and the stopping time of each 

station; The transit time of bus section can be obtained from the sum of predicted 

transit time, waiting time and stopping time of several sub-sections. 

Considering the influence of the transit time of each sub-section on the stop time of 

traffic lights and bus stops, this design embodiment calculates the transit time from 

the starting point of each sub-section, eliminates the accumulated error, and obtains 
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the accurate transit time of bus sections. 

When the bus starts from the starting point of the bus section, call the road monitoring 

camera to obtain the road condition characteristics of each sub-section according to 

step S200. Through the identity of the driver, the driving habit index corresponding to 

the driver is obtained from the database. Among them, the dimension-reduced road 

segment feature vectors of each sub-road segment are also stored in the database 

and can be obtained directly. 

Through the traffic time prediction network trained in step 5, the predicted traffic time 

of each sub-section can be obtained, and the predicted traffic time of each sub-section 

is recorded as, indicating the number of sub-sections. 

The bus stop time at the station is related to the number of people waiting for the bus, 

the influencing factor is single, and the bus stop time of the same route at different 

times and at the same station is regular. All the ideas based on statistics can get the 

bus stop time of the fixed route at different times at the station. 

Take Station 2 as an example to introduce the specific statistical method: count the 

stopping time of fixed-line vehicles at Station 2 every hour in days, collect the data of 

at least one month, take the average value, and record it as the stopping time at 

Station 2 every hour, which means Station 2. 

It should be noted that the fixed-line vehicle time refers to the time when the bus 

leaves the starting point and arrives at station 2. For example, if it takes 10 minutes 

for the bus to arrive at station 2 from the starting point, it can collect the stop time at 

station 2 when it takes 10 minutes to arrive at station 2 within one month, and average 

the stop time to get the final stop time. 

Number the segmentation points of every two adjacent sub-sections according to the 

sequence, in which the segmentation points include bus stops and traffic lights, with 

bus stops marked as and traffic lights marked as. 

Calculate the bus transit time from the starting station of the bus section: remember 

that the departure time from the starting station of the bus section is. First, judge the 

type of the first segmentation point: when the first segmentation point is a traffic light, 

obtain the traffic light state at the moment from big data, wherein, for the passage 

time to reach the first traffic light, set the predicted passage time of the first sub-road 

section as:If the traffic light state is green, the waiting time; if the traffic light state is 

red, the waiting time is the remaining time of the red light, and the passing time is: 

When the first stop point is a bus stop, according to the statistical results, the stop 

time of this time period at this bus stop is, and the transit time at this time is, in which, 

for the transit time to reach the first bus stop, let the transit time of the first sub-

section be, that is. 

On this basis, the type of the next segmentation point is further judged, and the 
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stopping time at the segmentation point is determined according to the types of 

different segmentation points. Traversing along the direction of the bus, the transit 

time of the bus section is: where, it represents the predicted transit time of the first 

sub-section; Indicates the number of traffic lights; Indicates the waiting time at the 

traffic lights;Indicates the transit time when arriving at the traffic light; Indicates the 

number of bus stops; Indicates the time spent at the bus stop; Indicates the transit 

time when arriving at the bus stop. 

The transit time of the bus section is obtained, which can help the bus company to 

achieve accurate dispatching. 

 

5. Conclusion 

To sum up, this design embodiment uses big data and artificial intelligence technology 

to segment bus sections to obtain multiple sub-sections, obtain historical driving data 

and vehicle optical flow information of multiple sub-sections, and obtain road condition 

characteristics, section feature vectors, complexity indexes and driving habit indexes 

of sub-sections according to the driving data and vehicle optical flow information of 

each sub-section;A traffic time prediction network is constructed by road condition 

characteristics, road feature vectors, complexity indexes and driving habit indexes of 

sub-road sections, and the predicted traffic time can be obtained by inputting real-

time road condition characteristics and driving habit indexes into the traffic time 

prediction network.Add the predicted transit time, traffic light waiting time and bus 

stop time of each sub-section to get the transit time of bus section. Under the influence 

of many factors on different sections of buses, the accuracy of transit time prediction 

is improved. 
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